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Abstract: THE present article, like any other legal research is ؛combination of
methodsrational,empirical,linguistic because our rights there are linked to with
Islamic jurisprudence and also cause nature the legal -juridical writing this thesis,
with specific method and current legal- juridical is writing.resolving claims and
disputes in between community member codification rules and regulations it is
requires,that any progressive community have to accepted and admission .it is
therefore important to pay attention to the problem of over time. Over time ,as a
demonstrability proof and quarrel decisive is that of one side,captured the situation
stabilizes and on the other hand,the ability to design is any claim of
claims.therefore,the chapters of this thesis the following will be: Chapter first
:general and preparation which includes definitions ,history of over time in Islamic
jurisprudence and Iranian criminal law that in three satage,the ancient Persia ,ago
and after the Islamic revolution and as well as philosophy and evidence of attributes
coherentism to existence of over time and views opponents and advocates of over
time is case examined. Chapter second :the analyzed different aspects of browsing of
over time , such as types and terms of acquisitions of over time,made the subject of
stop,suspension,interruption,causes of suspension over time criminal,exceptions over
time in the new law has been. Chapter third :the analyzed specific evidence,principles
of legal rules and juridical of overtime in sunni sources and imami,as well as of
principle over time in Islamic jurisprudence and irans penal rights with analyzed
placed and at the end to general conclusion has been.
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